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- Hospitals
- Surgeries
- Schools, nurseries
- Offices
- Waiting rooms
- Authority offices
- Households
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Operation

Normal operation, after powering GermiTube
Introduction
GermiTube involves novel techniques to operate and monitor disinfection process. It is is equipped with
color 2.4" LCD touch display for comfort adjustment and operation monitoring. This short manual will
guide you through intuitive menu of this product. Please note most of symbols are explained under „I“
icon for individual items electronically.
UV-C tube power rating
Startup procedure
Actual airflow
Indication of
remaining
UV-C tube
lifetime

After powering ON GermiTube, LCD display shows
product identification screen for a few seconds
and starts disinfection, indicated by screen shown
on the let side, for a time defined in „Activation
menu“ under „ON delay“ option. If „Presence
Detection“ is enabled in ”Activation“ menu and
movement is detected GermiTube will continue
disinfection till „PIR delay“ expires from last
movement detection.
Note: PIR represents pyro-electric infrared sensor,
that is used for movement detection.

UV-C tube has defined lifetime, once
lifetime is reached GermiTube will change
screen from blue to yellow, flash it and shows
the tube replacement message.
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Operation
Entering settings menu
(PIN protected)

Wizard, that helps to set-up
disinfection parameters for discrete area
Info:

Menu

In case you forget PIT, it is recorded
above LCD display after you open
GermiTube
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Operation
Wizard map
100cm = 1m
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Operation
Settings map

In case of GermiTube installation in a
sleeping room you can adjust standby LCD
brightness to exclude sleep disturbing.
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Failure
in case something goes wrong

UV-C tube functionality is continually
monitored during operation.
If you see this screen, please try first to replace
UV-C tube, if there is no change you will need
come back to us to fix it.
Similarly, Fan functionality is monitored as well.
In case of FAN failure occurs you will notice it
by this screen. In this case please disconnect
GermiTube from electrical network, unscrew
two screws (from top side), bent front cover and
clean inner surface of the air tunnel and fan, by
help of vacuum cleaner. After assembling
GermiTube back, and stil seeing this screen,
please replace Fan, if it does not help you will
need come back to us to fix it.
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